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Quick Read
St George Mining (SGQ) has made a new shallow massive Ni/Cu sulphide discovery at its
Mt Alexander Project in Western Australia. The first drill hole into the Radar prospect has
intercepted 7.5m of massive, blebby and matrix sulphides from 44m. Handheld XRF has
returned readings of up to 6.0% Ni and 1.9% Cu for one of the massive intervals. We note
that handheld XRF has correlated closely to final assays to date. The significance of this
discovery cannot be understated. The Cathedrals Belt now has occurrences of shallow
Ni/Cu mineralisation every 1.0-1.5km along its east-west strike. The discovery at Radar
bodes well for future discoveries at the Bullets, Fish Hook and West End prospects.
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Event & Impact: Exploration Drilling - Positive
Another EM anomaly, another discovery: The discovery at Radar continues the 100%
correlation of EM signatures to massive sulphide mineralisation. There are now four
identified mineralised pods along the belt, including Investigators, Stricklands and
Cathedrals. The first drill hole at Radar was targeting a Moving Loop EM (MLEM) anomaly.
About 1km further east of Radar, another MLEM target has been at the Bullets prospect.
Between these prospects is a historic BHP low-grade Ni/Ci drill intercept. We believe it is
highly likely that Bullets will be the fifth discovery (see Figure 2 over).
If the system is this long, it must be deeper than currently defined: With Radar, the
mineralised strike along the Cathedrals Belt now extends for ~5.5km. However, the
maximum depth of discovery is just ~200m below surface (hole MAD108 at the
Investigators prospect), limited only by drilling. Probabilistically, a system of this scale is
unlikely to stop at such a shallow depth. As surface EM only has an effective penetration
depth of ~350m at this project, deeper discoveries will rely on drilling and downhole EM.
Next steps – What could SGQ snag at Fish Hook: The diamond rig will next test deeper
targets at Cathedrals and Stricklands (~350-450m below surface). At Stricklands there are
a number of prospective “jogs” along a NW-SE trending structure. Drilling at Bullets is
planned for next week. An RC rig is due on-site mid-September and will likely test
extension to Radars once downhole EM (DHEM) has been completed. An infill geochem
program and EM are also being carried out at the Fish Hook prospect to the far east of the
belt. Given that Fish Hook region has a 3-4km strike extent and the best geochem
signature to-date, it presents as a compelling target. SGQ also plan to drill test EM
conductors at the West End prospect, abutting the westernmost Ida Fault.

Recommendation
Argonaut maintains a SPEC BUY recommendation. As SGQ is pre-resource, we do not
assign a target price. In our previous report (Report: SGQ), we highlight the analogies of
Mt Alexander to Glencore’s Raglan Mine. This deposit hosts Ni sulphides in numerous
mineralised pods rather than traditional flows or large intrusive lenses. We see Mt
Alexander as prospective for additional like-scale pods as well as significantly larger lodes.
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Another EM, another discovery
SGQ has discovered a fourth
mineralised pod at the Radar
prospect…

The first drill hole into the Radar prospect has intercepted 7.5m of massive, blebby and
matrix sulphides from 44m below surface. Handheld XRF has returned readings up to 6.0%
Ni and 1.9% Cu for the upper massive interval. The discovery at Radar continues the 100%
correlation of EM signatures to massive sulphide mineralisation. This drill hole was
targeting a moving loop EM (MLEM) anomaly, which was later optimised with Fixed Loop
EM (FLEM).
Figure 1. Summary of the mineralised interval in discovery drill hole MAD152 at Radar

…with 7.5m of Ni/Cu
mineralisation from 44m below
surface,

…including ~2.5m of massive
sulphides over 2 intervals

Source: SGQ

About 1km to the east, another MLEM target has been identified at the Bullets prospect
We believe it is highly likely that this will be the fifth discovery. This target is planned to
be drilled next week.
Figure 2. EM conductors at Radar (west) and Bullets (East) against a magnetic backdrop
This bodes well for another
discovery just 1km to the east at
the Bullets prospect…

…which also has a strong surface
EM anomaly
Source: SGQ
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Next steps
The diamond rig will next test deeper targets at Cathedrals and Stricklands (~350-400m
below surface). At Stricklands there are a number of prospective “jogs” along a NW-SE
trending structure. To date, there has been some correlation between mineralisation and
offsets within major structures that have been identified using gravity/magnetic surveys.
An RC rig is due on-site mid-September and will likely test extensions to Radar. SGQ also
plan to drill EM targets at the West End prospect. This is the most westerly targets which
abut the major regional structure, the Ida Fault.

Figure 3. Strike extent of the Cathedrals Belt showing key prospects

Source: SGQ

What could they snag at Fish Hook
An infill soil geochemistry program and EM surveys are being carried out at the Fish Hook
prospect to the far east of the belt. This prospect had perhaps the best geochemical
anomaly to date, with elevated Ni, Cu and PGEs much stronger than the Investigators
prospect. Note that Investigators is the largest mineralised system discovered to date with
mineralisation with ~50m of surface. A Plan of Works has been submitted for this area
and approvals for drilling are expected in the coming weeks. Drilling of Fish Hook is not
planned for the current drill program, but we believe the success at Radar will expedite
SGQ’s plans to test this area.
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Figure 4. Map showing the soil survey lines at Fish Hook with nickel assay values (in ppm) and MLEM anomalies, set
against magnetic data

Source: SGQ

Multiple Targets - Strong Team
Argonaut was on site last week at Mt Alexander. At surface there are a number of gossans
over an extended area showing the potential for numerous more discoveries. Recent
surveys have delineated over 42 targets, many of which will be tested in the current drill
program. SGQ has a strong technical team, led by geologist David O’Neill, a nickel
specialist with over 20 years’ experience, incorporating time with Western Mining, BHP
and Western Areas. The Company is taking a methodical approach of broad scale targeting
via geochem, airborne EM and magnetic surveys, then refining this with ground EM
(MLEM, FLEM), before drill testing. Discoveries are then extended via geological
interpretation and DHEM.
Figure 5. Gossans at surface at the Fairbridge prospect

Source: Argonaut
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There are risks involved in securities trading. The price of securities can and does fluctuate, and an individual security
may even become valueless. International investors are reminded of the additional risks inherent in international
investments, such as currency fluctuations and international stock market or economic conditions, which may adversely
affect the value of the investment.
The analyst(s) principally responsible for the preparation of this research may receive compensation based on ASPL’s
and / or ASAL’s overall revenues.
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